
The History of Bethlehem Hockey 

 

It is no understatement to say that Bethlehem Hockey would never have existed 

were it not for the dedication and hard work of just a few individuals. In 1993 a small 

group of hockey parents like Mike Mullen, Bud Mosmen, John McNiven, and Frank 

Murray came together to form Bethlehem Youth Hockey, as well as the Bethlehem 

Hockey Boosters that would support this important local program until the present day.  

In those days, virtually all the young people playing youth hockey in Bethlehem 

were playing in the Albany-Troy program. In the early years, Bethlehem Hockey 

Boosters (BHB) received virtually no financial support from the School District. The 

parents paid for all equipment and had to raise all funds to pay for ice time, to the tune of 

$18,000-$20,000 annually. The primary source of fund raising was the annual raffle. 

Practices and games were held at the Albany County Rink out by the airport a few days a 

week.  

 In the late 1990s two significant developments occurred, both of which affected 

the High School program. Watching talented Bethlehem kids playing for other youth 

travel programs, Mike Mullin had the idea to keep these players together in Bethlehem 

and feeding them into our High School program. Mike also had a dream to build an ice 

skating facility in Bethlehem. 

  With respect to the first idea, Mike came up with the plan of having the 

Bethlehem kids play together on Sunday nights out at the Airport Rink, starting in 1997 

or 1998. The first "season" was only 5-6 Sunday night games in order to measure interest 

in the idea. There was considerable interest, and the program grew from there. Originally, 

the program was organized under the auspices of Bethlehem Hockey Boosters as the 

Bethlehem Youth Hockey program did not yet exist. 

This limited winter program was run for parts of two seasons. The ability to 

expand the concept into a full-blown youth hockey program was limited at that time by 

the availability of ice. So the initial focus of our program was on junior high players who 

we were hoping to feed into the High School program. 

  It was just a few years later that Mike Mullin and Kit Guntner, who had recently 

moved back to Bethlehem from Colorado and was both a hockey fan and a successful 

businessman, would form the Bethlehem Ice Group (BIG). Others, including Brendan 



O'Shea and Tyler Kattrein, became limited partners in the venture. This was a major step, 

one that would allow a High School team to be formed to square off against other local 

schools, even though these games could not yet be sanctioned by the Bethlehem Central 

School District or financially supported through the District’s annual budget.  

It was yet another hockey parent, Jon Bartow, who would take on the mission of 

fighting for, and eventually securing, the sanctioning of the hockey program by the 

Bethlehem School Board. This experience would lead Bartow to run for, and win, a 

position on the school board, one that he would hold for a number of years.  

Mike Mullin's involvement with the permitting, financing, and construction of the 

BIG Arena meant he could not also manage the youth hockey program. Thus, Frank 

Murray became the first president of Bethlehem Youth Hockey (BYH). Frank also sat on 

the Booster Club Board as the High School program transitioned to a stronger financial 

base. In February of 2004, on the very night the Varsity team was playing in their first 

Sectional semi-final game, Booster President Tyler Kattrien petitioned the school board 

to support the team and finally gain recognition and two years of full District funding for 

the official Bethlehem Varsity Hockey Team.  

During Frank Murray’s tenure as BYH president, he authored — and the Board 

adopted — an amendment that required all BYH board members to have a child in the 

youth hockey program. This was intended to avoid the situation then current in some 

neighboring youth hockey programs where long-termed board members with no children 

in the program became "powers unto themselves."  

 For legal reasons, BYH remained part of the Bethlehem Hockey Boosters, but 

were largely autonomous. The president of BYH sat on the board of the Bethlehem 

Hockey Boosters. In the early years, BHB loaned funds to BYH to help them get off the 

ground (all of which we paid back in less than two years). BYH also participated in 

BHB's annual raffle and benefited financially from its success. The relationship between 

the Youth Hockey program and the Boosters Club has always been strong. Parents on the 

Youth Hockey board invariably transitioned into a place on the Boosters Club Board. 

  BYH really took off when the BIG opened and they were able to establish a full-

blown youth hockey program, including both house and travel programs. At the younger 

level they focused on developing a strong host program.  



Bethlehem hockey’s struggles would not end here, however. The BIG Arena ran 

into financial difficulty and was sold to the Capital District YMCA, who decided to shut 

down one of the rinks. 

  In the spring of 2006, after a budget defeat by the voters, the Bethlehem School 

Board eliminated the Varsity hockey program’s funding entirely, leaving the Boosters to 

once again assume the responsibility of raising all the money necessary to make possible 

Bethlehem’s Varsity hockey team. In 2009, as the District confronted the financial 

difficulties of the national recession, the ice rental costs of the Varsity team (@$21,000) 

were written out of the District budget. Once again, the players, families, and community 

rallied to raise the necessary funds. As we complete the first decade of this new century, 

we recognize that full funding by the School District is most likely a thing of the past, but 

we are also confident that the dedication and determination of hockey parents in 

Bethlehem will ensure the continuation of this wonderful program. Indeed, as is 

announced at the beginning of every Varsity game, “hockey is alive and well in 

Bethlehem”! 


